
 

 Colored Pencils 
  Lesson Vocabulary Sheet 

 

TYPES OF COLORED PENCILS 
➭ Colored pencil (standard): An art medium constructed of a narrow, pigmented core encased in a wooden                

cylindrical case. Unlike graphite and charcoal pencils, colored pencils’ cores are wax- or oil-based and contain                
varying proportions of pigments, additives, and binding agents. Artist-grade colored pencils are lightfast and              
have high concentrations of high-quality pigments, making the “lead” soft and rich in color. Student and                
scholastic grade colored pencils are lower quality, but are erasable and better suited for beginners. 

➭ Mechanical colored pencils: Colored lead refill for standard mechanical pencils. Produced in much narrower              
range than standard colored pencils. 

➭ Watercolor pencils: Water-soluble colored pencils that can still fully render values, but can then be washed                
over with water to produce a watercolor effect. 

➭ Verithins: Colored pencils that have a higher wax ratio and a thinner core. Used for precise details and mark                   
making. 
 

TECHNIQUES 
➭ Applying pressure: press hard; color is bright and intense. 
➭ Stippling: Also called pointillism, involves placing lots of tiny dots on your paper. The dots can be close 

together, far apart, or anywhere in between. 
➭ Hatching & cross hatching: Creating tonal or shading effects with closely spaced parallel lines. When more 

such lines are placed at an angle across the first, it is called cross-hatching. Multiple layers in varying 
directions can be used to create textures.  

➭ Back & forth stroke: Drawing in a continuous back and forth motion, without lifting your pencil off of the                   
paper. This is a good way to fill different areas of your drawing with a lot of solid color. 

➭ Scumbling: Making continuous circular marks with varying pressures on your paper, without lifting your              
pencil. This is another good way to fill in different areas with lots of color, texture, and value. 

➭ Layering: Usually used at the beginning of drawing. The simplest approach to blending colors together by                
layering one color directly over the other. Use light pressure and apply each layer smoothly. Its idea is to use                    
primary colors in layers to get different tones and colors. 

➭ Burnishing: Usually one of the last steps of drawing. Adding white, light color, or blending pencil on top of                   
multiple layers of colors with heavy pressure to get a smooth, waxy finish. 

➭ 3D shading: One of the best ways to make a simple line drawing of a solid or surface appear to pop out into                       
3D-space. Involves shading it properly using dark tones, mid tones, highlights, and cast shadows to give                
objects their depth and form. 
 

OTHER ASSOCIATED TERMS 
➭ Lightfastness: A measurement of a pigment’s ability to resist fading or discoloration under normal              

circumstances. A pigment that is lightfast doesn’t fade. 
➭ Water-soluble: capable of dissolving in water. 
➭ Graffiti (plural of graffito): Marks, scratchings, or drawings made on a wall or public surface. Often created 

with paint or spray paint. Can take the form of art, drawings, or words. Sometimes it is just a person's name 
(tag).  

 

 
 


